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Moving on progression in writing at key stage 3 3
Introduction
Background
This project has arisen from a continuing interest in progression in writing both
across and within the key stages. It aims to identify progression in writing for
different purposes between years 7 and 9.
This will help teachers to:
■ be more systematic in the way they assess pupils’ work
■ reflect on the strengths and weaknesses in their pupils’ writing and to set targets
■ identify aspects of writing to address the needs of pupils at different levels of
performance
■ understand the ideas underpinning the marking strands in the mark schemes for
the national curriculum writing tests.
The report analyses patterns across a range of pupil scripts written specially for the
project and illustrates those patterns with examples of individual scripts. Teachers can
use this analysis to identify areas where they can work with groups of pupils and
individuals to help them make progress. The analysis can also be used to identify
what writers may need to experience and understand through structured teaching to
help them move forward in their work.
The project’s preliminary findings were fed into the development of the key stage 3
national strategy’s Improving writing training. On page 6 there are suggested ways of
using the Improving writing training to address some of the issues raised by the report.
The tasks
Four writing tasks were devised for the project. They reflect the sets of writing
purposes found in the national curriculum for English at key stages 3 and 4:
■ writing to imagine, explore, entertain
■ writing to inform, explain, describe
■ writing to persuade, argue, advise
■ writing to analyse, review, comment.
Throughout the report these purposes are referred to as ‘triplets’.
One narrative and three non-narrative tasks were devised:
■ a story, in which a character goes through a door to find everything is different
(imagine, explore, entertain)
■ a report of an accident witnessed outside the school gates (inform, explain, describe)
■ an argumentative piece debating the impact of television in children’s lives
(persuade, argue, advise)
■ an analysis of a publicity leaflet from a supermarket promoting a children’s video
(analyse, review, comment).
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Full versions of the tasks can be found in the appendix.
Each task was designed to be completed, unaided, in about an hour. The same tasks
were completed by samples of pupils in years 7, 8 and 9, covering a range of abilities.
The total sample of scripts was around 900, consisting of approximately 80 scripts
for each task for each year. Teachers indicated whether the pupils in their classes were
of ‘upper’, ‘middle’ or ‘lower’ ability. The lower sample was chosen from scripts
which were significantly below the middle range, but it did not include pupils who
were working below level 3. The scripts were then analysed in detail to find
characteristics of progression in the different tasks across the sample.
The analysis
The analysis is based on the format of the mark scheme for the key stage 3 writing
test. It also builds on the diagnostic marking guidelines for writing, which can be
found at www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/keystage3/publications/. The guidelines are in
Making assessment work in the ‘Assessment’ section. Assessment focuses have been
developed which will yield useful information about the strengths and weaknesses of
pupils’ writing. To make marking judgements more manageable, these assessment
focuses have been drawn together into three main strands:
■ composition and effect
■ text structure and organisation 
■ sentence structure and punctuation.
The fourth marking strand, assessing spelling, was not considered for the purposes of
this project.
The findings do not:
■ claim statistical significance
■ describe patterns of development or lack of it in the work of individual writers
■ show simple year-on-year progression. The analysis revealed patterns in the
differences in writing between year 7 and year 9. Only aspects of sentence
structure showed patterns of change year on year.
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Using this report
How the report is organised
The report is divided into two sections:
■ Progression issues for the classroom
■ Exploring progression.
Progression issues for the classroom brings together the most significant findings of
the project drawn from the full range of material. They are presented in two parts:
‘Findings by marking strand’ and ‘Progression issues in pupil performance’.
In ‘Findings by marking strand’:
■ composition and effect presents the most significant findings for the strand
under the three key underpinning ideas: adaptation, viewpoint and style
■ text structure and organisation considers issues such as progression in the
effective use of openings and endings, and developments in paragraph structure
■ sentence structure and punctuation looks at ways in which pupils are able to
use sentence structure to organise their ideas clearly, for example by using a
range of coordination and subordination. It also includes pupils’ ability to
demarcate sentences accurately and use a range of other punctuation.
‘Progression issues in pupil performance’ draws on the full range of evidence to
examine some of the broader issues affecting pupils’ progress at key stage 3. These
points emerged from the analysis as the project progressed so they are not referred to
separately in the second half of the report. They include the characteristics of
successful writing across the triplets and how the pupils at the lower end of the
sample progress.
Exploring progression includes a detailed examination of progression in the three
mark scheme strands, by writing triplet, by year and by pupil ability. It consists of a
series of grids outlining the most significant features of progress in the strand,
supported by commentaries and annotated scripts. Findings for composition and
effect can be found on pages 19–43, text structure and organisation on pages 45–52,
and sentence structure and punctuation on pages 53–56.
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How you can use the report
The findings of this project have been selected for their practical implications for
teachers’ practice, but the report does not give direct guidance on teaching in the
classroom. Instead, it draws conclusions from a detailed analysis of pupils’ writing
across key stage 3 and raises questions for teachers. 
If you want to develop your teaching in the light of these findings you can refer to the
key stage 3 national strategy’s Improving writing training. For example, you could
compare the results of your gap task work scrutiny to the picture presented in this
report. Some of the issues raised in the text structure and organisation and sentence
structure and punctuation sections of the report are addressed specifically in the
Improving writing training, particularly in:
■ session 7: text structure and organisation
■ session 8: sentences within paragraphs
■ the Improving writing punctuation leaflet.
More information can be found at www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/keystage3/publications/,
under Improving writing – full day course in the ‘Resources’ section.
The report can also be used in the following ways:
■ You can find out more about the application of the test writing mark scheme by
examining the Findings by marking strand to see how they relate to different types
of writing.
■ You can compare the findings of the project with the picture of your pupils’
performance by strand in the optional and statutory tests.
■ You can explore the characteristics of pupils’ writing at key stage 3 by gathering 
a sample of your pupils’ work across the key stage and comparing the patterns of
progression you find with those presented in Exploring progression in writing.
■ You can use the ‘Questions to ask in your department’ sections as a starting point
for discussions in departmental meetings. The questions will help you to review
practice in teaching writing and will complement any issues raised by the
Improving writing training.
■ You can use exemplar scripts (without the annotation) to look for patterns of
progression which could then be checked against the annotated versions.
■ You can use the analysis of patterns in the grids and the illustration of those
patterns in individual scripts to identify areas where you can work with pupils to
help them make progress.
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Progression issues for the classroom
Findings by marking strand
Composition and effect – adaptation
Nominating a reader in a task has little effect on pupils’ writing
Of the non-fiction tasks only the accident report (inform/explain/describe) nominates
a reader, but there is little evidence that pupils make more informed choices about
register, language and levels of formality in this task than in the others. Many pupils
recognise that it is not a ‘real’ police report, and that the purpose of school writing is
often to be engaging as well as formal. There is evidence throughout the sample of the
writers considering this balance.
Pupils at the lower end of the sample tend to produce a predominantly colloquial,
basic chronological account while the more able incorporate detailed information and
judgement in an engaging account. Similarly, in the narrative task (imagine/explore/
entertain) there is no evidence that the nomination of ‘an audience aged between 
11 and 15 years’ has any discernible effect on pupils’ writing choices.
Implications
Pupils need to be able to consider the effect a nominated reader, or the lack of one,
has on their selection of style, organisation and language. For example, does the
nomination of ‘the police’ as the reader for the accident report simply signify that
pupils should use a plain formal style that states facts? An examination of the scripts
suggests that the more able writers recognise that the real audience for their piece of
writing is the teacher/marker. They make choices that are still appropriate to the task
and the named or implied reader, but they are able to adjust their writing to
incorporate a wider range of stylistic choices. 
In the tasks which do not nominate a reader, pupils pick up clues about the nature of
the writing required from a range of sources, some from their previous experience of
similar writing tasks, and some from the phrasing and positioning of the task itself.
For example, the argument task (persuade/argue/advise) poses the question: ‘Should
children be allowed to watch television?’ Pupils in the middle and upper bands from
year 7 onwards recognise that the implied reader is an adult/teacher/parent and adjust
their stylistic and structural choices accordingly.
The findings suggest that, rather than taking the reader as a starting point to make
decisions about the style and form of a piece of writing, upper ability pupils take a
more integrated approach to the task. They shape their response around a strong
sense of the overall purpose of the task and their perspective on it. When writers are
able to do this across all the tasks, the impact is significant.
Questions to ask in your department
■ How can we encourage pupils to use the overall purpose of a task to make
decisions about the real and implied readers for a piece?
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Composition and effect – viewpoint
A clear authorial viewpoint is a strong feature of the most effective writing
Analysis of the scripts suggests that establishing a strong authorial perspective, for
example by deciding to take a persuasive angle in the argument or using a narrator in a
story, has a major impact on effectiveness at all levels of the writing.
In the argument task (persuade/argue/advise), less able pupils summarise the points
for and against and end with an often unsupported expression of opinion. More able
pupils recognise the need to persuade or argue a particular point of view. They
incorporate alternative viewpoints and are willing to challenge the given material. 
(See page 21.)
In the narrative task (imagine/explore/entertain), pupils show progression in viewpoint
by developing character through reflection, feelings and action, encouraging the
reader to experience the narrator’s situation. More able pupils also show an ability to
create narrative detail, which enables the reader to visualise settings. (See page 27.)
Implications
The key underpinning ideas in the writing mark scheme define viewpoint as
‘establishing and maintaining the position/stance of author, narrator, characters or
others’ (see page 19). However, it is not simply a strongly expressed view or an
indication of a writer’s attitude towards an issue, character or situation. Across the
tasks, the most successful writers are able to vary and control a range of points of
view presented in the text.
In non-fiction, pupils need to consider the role implied in the task (for example,
impartial news reporter) as well as alternative viewpoints (for example, police
spokesperson, victim, friend), and how the shifts between them can be managed. The
most effective pieces of non-fiction writing are able to establish viewpoint in a range
of ways, including the use of quotation and the positioning of ideas and opinions in
the text. This shows that it is important to see viewpoint as something that impacts
on the whole text.
Similarly, when writing fiction, pupils need to be able to move between a range of
narrative points of view. A narrator or characters may well offer different perspectives
on events, implicitly or explicitly. Successful writers are able to negotiate the movement
between these different views in a way that influences the reader’s response.
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Questions to ask in your department
In non-fiction:
■ How can we encourage pupils to take a more active role in integrating their
views into their writing, rather than presenting the material neutrally and adding
a brief statement of their opinion at the end?
■ How can we encourage pupils to challenge and interrogate stimulus material
rather than simply summarising and re-presenting it?
■ How can we encourage pupils to produce opening paragraphs which offer a
viewpoint that orientates the reader and that lays out the structure of the
argument or analysis?
In fiction:
■ How can we encourage pupils to experiment with viewpoint, for example
through the use of an overt authorial voice?
■ How can we encourage pupils to move from plot-driven stories to the
development of settings and characters?
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Composition and effect – style
There is little evidence of ambitious use of language or structure in non-fiction writing
Writers make more rapid progress in the use of ambitious language and structure in
narrative than in non-narrative forms. In the non-narrative tasks there is little use of
precise or ambitious language in year 7, though one or two texts draw on rhetorical
devices such as the rule of three in descriptive language (even on a cold, wet, humid
day). This has improved by year 9, though only about half the samples in all text
types show evidence of conscious choices of vocabulary and phrasing, with
proportionately more being found in the narrative task. This weakness is most
marked in the analysis task (analyse/review/comment), where the majority of pupils
across the key stage find it hard to establish an appropriate style and tend to use basic
language to describe rather than analyse the leaflet. (See page 34.)
More able writers are likely to include rhetorical and stylistic effects when writing
non-fiction. Key indicators of progress are increased precision and clarity in word
choice and the considered use of stylistic features, such as impersonal and abstract
forms. The pupils who take a persuasive stance in tackling the argument task (which
was not explicitly demanded) are beginning to use language more consciously in their
attempts to influence their reader.
Implications
These findings suggest that pupils have different perceptions about the style that the
different tasks call for. In their view, narrative writing calls for conscious choices of
language and style, while non-narrative writing calls for plain, often rather routine,
low-content language. 
Narrative writing has an important role in the curriculum for English, but some skills
need to be encouraged across other writing forms. Pupils need to be encouraged to
make active choices about language, form and structure across all text types.
Questions to ask in your department
■ How can we encourage pupils to use a full range of stylistic devices in their non-
fiction writing?
■ Do we provide a wide enough range of non-fiction reading to provide pupils with
good models for their own non-fiction writing (for example, literary non-fiction)?
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Text structure and organisation
Planning of the whole text is often undeveloped
Planning of the overall text is limited in year 7, except for the most able in writing
narrative. Writers tend to depend on prompts to provide a structure for non-narrative
texts, or to use a simple ‘beginning, series of points, end’ framework where the
beginning and the end are often underdeveloped. There is a noticeable improvement
by year 9 in the overall structure of texts by middle ability writers, but only the more
able writers achieve a coherent whole. Similarly, signalling the transitions in texts is
limited but improved by year 9, though it is not consistent except in writing at the
upper level. Texts in the lower range are only slightly improved by year 9.
Openings are more developed than endings
The openings of the stories are strong and varied, although some pupils spend too
much time setting up the stories in detail. Openings for the non-narrative tasks tend
to be significantly weaker, often limited to a sentence stating an opinion. Only the most
able writers can produce opening paragraphs that give an overview or introduce the
issue to orientate the reader and signal a more developed viewpoint. (See pages 46–47.)
In most tasks, across the age and ability range, endings are weaker than openings.
These weaknesses are linked to a lack of overall text structure. Most writers
understand the need for effective beginnings and endings, but transitions are often
arbitrary, with an abrupt closing sentence. In non-narrative tasks, many writers do
not recognise the need to round off or summarize an argument, and conclusions are
often brief and undeveloped. More effort is put into ending stories, but the lead up to
these endings is often weak.
Paragraph structure is mostly limited to loosely dividing the text into sections
Many paragraphs are extended sentences or loosely organised collections of sentences
with little internal cohesion. The upper half of the sample shows progress by year 9 in
most text types, though it remains weaker in the analysis of the leaflet. Paragraphing
is better in the stories, though at its simplest it is motivated by shifts in time and
place. Internal cohesion is weak in year 7, except in the writing of the most able.
Writers rarely make links between ideas except by using pronouns, and they rely too
much on this strategy. Internal cohesion is present in most writing by year 9, though 
it is consistent only in the writing of the most able pupils. (See pages 48–49.)
Implications
Again, these findings suggest that the ability to manage the overall structure of a piece
of writing is crucial to progression in writing. When planning, pupils need to give closer
consideration to the transition between paragraphs so they can build logical or thematic
links that contribute to the whole. Pupils have clearly been taught successful strategies
for beginning pieces of writing, especially narrative, but more attention needs to be
given to developing effective conclusions, such as linking the ending to the opening.
Questions to ask in your department
■ How can we teach active planning strategies, which encourage not just
consideration of content but also the structure and sequencing of ideas?
■ How can we integrate focused teaching on openings and closings – within the
structure of the whole piece – across the writing triplets?
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Sentence structure and punctuation
Sentence structure and demarcation are insecure in all but the best writing
All writers use some subordination, but only upper ability pupils use imaginative
variation in word order and a controlled range of coordination and subordination
with variations in length of sentences for effect.
Control over longer sentences is insecure for a range of reasons. Weaker and middle
ability writers, even where they do not overtly use coordinators, often link together
strings of short sentences with commas. This reflects a tendency to add information as
it occurs to them, rather than to organise it into an argument or narrative. This
improves to some degree across the key stage in all but the lower range of writing.
The most successful writing incorporates information succinctly. These writers embed
phrases and vary word order to develop a complex text where information is
organised hierarchically and is linked together economically. As writers experiment
with longer complex sentences, incoherence in sentence structure and uncertain
punctuation also occur:
,WKLQNWKDW\RXQJFKLOGUHQZRXOGOLNHLWEHFDXVHLWLVDQDPDLWHGRWKHUZLVHLILW
ZDVQ·WDFDUWRRQ,GRQ·WWKLQNWKH\RXQJFKLOGUHQZRXOGQ·WHQMR\LWPRUH
Sentence demarcation appears to be a problem across all text types. Even in year 9 it
remains an issue for some middle and lower attaining writers. All writers punctuate
some sentences correctly, but there is a high rate of full stop omission and comma
splices (the use of commas to separate main clauses where a full stop would be more
appropriate).
7KHXVHRIFRORXULVIDQWDVWLFDOOWKHEOXHVDQGGDUNVHDFRORXUVDUHJUHDWWKH\DUH
H\HFDWFKLQJDQGVXSHUE
There is no marked difference between text types. The problem of sentence
demarcation diminishes with improved control over sentence structure.
Commas are not well used overall
Able and middle ability pupils can use commas to mark lists from year 7 and able
writers use them to mark clauses by year 9. The confusion over clause and sentence
boundaries means that most commas are not being used correctly. A few able writers
make effective use of punctuation for emphasis.
Implications
Sentence demarcation emerges as a weakness in the whole sample. Poor planning
causes problems in sentence structure. Writing becomes incoherent as pupils simply
add, rather than incorporate, information into a planned sentence or paragraph.
Questions to ask in your department
■ How can we balance the need to encourage ambition in sentence structure with
the need for clarity and accuracy?
■ Which issues with sentence structure and punctuation are characteristic of certain
ability groups, and which ones affect the majority to a greater or lesser extent?
■ How can we encourage pupils to see punctuation as something that can be used
for meaning and effect rather than simply to demarcate sentences?
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Progression issues in pupil performance
Characteristics of progression
The same characteristics are common to successful writing across all triplets 
There are differences in the skills and strategies needed to tackle different writing
triplets, but certain characteristics, such as having a clear point of view about what
the writing sets out to do and using stylistic devices effectively, are common to all
pieces of successful writing. 
The analysis shows that, although younger writers are conscious of some differences
in the skills and knowledge needed to tackle different forms, they are much more
familiar with some forms than others. They do not recognise that the same key
decisions need to be made about all texts. For example, the analysis indicates that
pupils are much less likely to make deliberate and considered choices of vocabulary
when writing in non-narrative forms.
Improvement in the different aspects of writing is closely linked
There is little to suggest that pupils make progress in one aspect of writing before
another. The evidence indicates that progress, although uneven, takes place across the
different writing features. For example, developments in writers’ ability to express
themselves at the sentence level and in organising paragraphs go hand in hand with
their ability to think about the intentions and structure of the whole text.
Implications
It is important, when focusing on the specific features of texts, to look at how they
link to other features. For example, organising ideas within sentences affects how
paragraphs are developed, and having an overview of the purpose of the writing can
help its organisation.
Pupils tend to compartmentalise different stylistic devices and organisational decisions,
seeing them as being more appropriate or important for some triplets than others. 
For example, pupils may be limiting themselves if they think rhetorical questions are
appropriate only for persuasive writing.
Questions to ask in your department
■ What are the questions that pupils need to consider when planning a piece of
writing regardless of the triplet?
■ How can we teach skills, such as punctuation, in ways which encourage pupils
to consider how they can be used to achieve particular effects as well as
operating as a set of rules?
■ How can we encourage pupils to take an overview of their writing, considering
coherence across the text as well as cohesion within sentences and paragraphs?
■ How can we encourage pupils to select from their full repertoire of writing
techniques and stylistic devices when responding to tasks?
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Less able writers
Progression is limited at the lower end of the sample
There is some progression in the writing at the lower end of the sample between 
year 7 and year 9, but it is much more limited than in the middle range. Less able
writers are struggling to find effective strategies to make progress in their writing and
improvements are often modest.
Less able pupils make some improvements in:
■ opening and closing sentences
■ the variety of sentence structures
■ the use of adverbials to link sentences
■ some description in narration
■ the establishment of a viewpoint in narrative writing.
Otherwise, limited progress is seen in:
■ developing and expressing a point of view in non-narrative writing
■ evaluating information
■ the imaginative or precise use of language
■ overall text structure
■ organising information logically in paragraphs or combining it succinctly in sentences.
Pupils in the lower band across the key stage are uncertain about sentence boundaries.
The omission of full stops and the use of comma splices are widespread. There is a
slight improvement in the use of full stops by year 9 but it is not consistent, often
fading towards the end of the writing.
By year 9, although there is a reduction in the unvaried sentence structures which
characterise much of the lower sample in year 7, pupils from the lower band still do
not have a clear sense of purpose. Their paragraph structure is limited and, other than
chronology, there is little sense of other organisational principles. 
As a result of their lack of overview of the purpose of the writing and of what they
want to say, they depend on prompts as props to structure their writing. Even then
they can rarely develop their ideas into a coherent whole. Across the key stage, the
less able writers rely on loosely-connected observations and they often seem unclear
that writing needs to be rounded off, rather than simply coming to a halt.
Implications
The evidence that the standard of the lower band scripts in year 9 is not considerably
better than the equivalent group in year 7 suggests the gap between the least and 
most able pupils increases significantly across the key stage. This has substantial
implications for how classes are organised and work differentiated.
Where progress is made, it is largely at word and sentence level, with little or no
improvement in areas that require an overview of the task and what it requires.
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Questions to ask in your department
■ What can be done to improve weaker pupils’ stamina in punctuation?
■ How can we encourage weaker pupils to gain a view of the whole task before
they begin writing?
■ How can we address the widening gap across the key stage between the most
and least able in the classroom?
Issues affecting performance across the triplets
Pupils are more familiar with some triplets than others
Writers are most confident in tackling the types of writing they are familiar with, such
as the narrative (imagine, explore, entertain) and the argument (persuade, argue,
advise). They are less sure how to organise the accident report (inform, explain,
describe) and are very uncertain about how to structure the leaflet analysis (analyse,
review, comment). This is largely because they interpret the leaflet analysis as a reading
comprehension and, as a result, pay limited attention to the organisation of the writing
and the language.
This lack of understanding of how to structure their writing affects their ability to
analyse the leaflet. When pupils recognise the task and the format they proceed more
confidently, even if they are sometimes drawing on simple models, such as structuring
an argument for/against/in my view.
Pupils rely too much on prompts to structure their writing
Inevitably the tasks themselves direct writers towards particular strategies and choices.
In the case of the three non-narrative tasks, there is some guidance from the prompts,
but the writers still have to make decisions about the purpose of the writing and the
form and style they will use.
However, the prompts themselves are not always used effectively. At the lower end 
of the sample they are simply used as structural props, often resulting in undeveloped
one-sentence paragraphs. This is most pronounced in the non-narrative tasks. 
The story prompts focus more on plot and setting and, as a result, character remains 
less developed.
Progression is characterised by writers using the prompts as a starting point to
develop their own ideas rather than simply as a formula to follow. Any piece of
writing requires the writer to make choices about a range of things, including style,
organisation and appropriate vocabulary. Any task gives a range of information,
directly or indirectly, about topic, reader, form and level of formality to inform these
choices, but more able writers incorporate their own ideas and develop them within
this context.
Implications
When faced with less familiar tasks pupils are not as able to make independent
choices about language, how to engage an audience and the form of the writing. 
The way to address this is not necessarily through exhaustive teaching of text types,
but rather by teaching pupils how to make choices that will benefit their writing,
whatever the purpose, form or reader.
Prompts are intended to act as helpful ways into a task, but the evidence suggests that
they can limit the middle and lower range of pupils, who see them as the only way to
approach the task. The best responses showed independence and the confidence to
adapt the guidelines offered by the task.
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Questions to ask in your department
■ Do we teach a wide enough range of types of writing or do we concentrate on
some at the expense of others?
■ How can we avoid oversimplifying the characteristics of text types and develop
alternative ways of shaping material?
■ Do we rely too much on the use of writing frames to help pupils structure their
writing? How can we move pupils towards independence in their planning?
■ How can we encourage pupils to develop their own prompts to structure a task
rather than relying on those provided by the teacher?
■ How can we encourage pupils to experiment while addressing the demands of 
the task?
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Exploring progression
Composition and effect
The following grids provide a separate analysis of the tasks by triplet, as this strand
showed the greatest variance between the tasks. Three grids, representing adaptation,
viewpoint and style – the underpinning ideas for the composition and effect strand –
follow for each of the four tasks. The relationship between assessment focuses, progression
and key underpinning ideas for this strand can be shown as follows.
Each grid is supported by a commentary, summarising the most significant features of
progress between year 7 and year 9. The grids are followed by annotated scripts from
year 7 and year 9 pupils illustrating some of the features of progression.
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Assessment focuses in this strand
target pupils’ ability to:
1) write imaginative, interesting
and thoughtful texts
2) produce texts which are
appropriate to task, reader
and purposes
In this strand pupils demonstrate
progression by their increasing
effectiveness and skill in:
■ selecting and adapting form
and content according to
purpose, viewpoint and reader
■ conveying ideas and themes in
appropriate styles
Key underpinning ideas:
■ adaptation to purpose and reader
■ viewpoint – establishing and maintaining the position/stance
of author, narrator, characters or others
■ style and rhetorical effect, in choice of language and
technical or literary devices
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Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Commentary
Pupils generally recognise the task as an invitation to construct an argument. Younger
and less able writers tend to choose a for/against structure, seeing it as a balanced
argument. By year 9 the strongest writers are arguing a case with an adult audience 
in mind (Children should be able to watch television when they have been working 
a long, hard day at school), which leads them to adopt a more formal approach.
Progression is marked by a movement from ignoring the evidence offered in the
stimulus material, through quoting it and relating other information to points selected
from that material, to debating or evaluating its reliability (There are no links as of
yet that television can lead to ‘deficit disorder’. Until a link is proven there is no point
in stopping young children watching).
Upper ■ Evidence of greater control
over structure of argument
■ Stimulus material integrated
into writing
■ Awareness of adult/
teacher audience
■ Reasoned persuasion with
appropriate structure,
methodically dealing with
key points
■ Stimulus material assimilated
into writing, with additional
evidence from own
experience
■ Adult audience addressed
and formal/impersonal
writing used
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Reliance on simple model of
argument
■ Stimulus material often used
as starting point for anecdote
■ No attempt to challenge the
stimulus material which is
largely paraphrased
Middle ■ Basic requirements of
argument as discussion 
of different views 
understood
■ Stimulus material cited but
largely accepted at face value
■ Some conclusions include
advice
■ Nature of task grasped,
stating a view at opening,
dealing with separate points
in middle and restating a
view at end
■ Some challenging of the
stimulus material
■ Greater use of persuasive
techniques
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT adaptation
Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Commentary
Pupils generally adopt a simple three-part structure of for/against/in my view.
Progression is marked by the ability to move from this basic structure towards a
reasoned persuasive stance which helps to give the writing an overall shape and
promotes a sense of authorial confidence (In my opinion the reasons for allowing
television weigh out the reasons for banning it). The ability to use the given material
selectively to support a particular viewpoint (In addition to this television is said 
to increase stress levels) and to incorporate evidence from other viewpoints also
develops over time. There is also a movement from unsystematic observations to 
a more formal authoritative stance.
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Middle ■ Neutral contextualising
statement used at beginning
■ Greater ability to express
opinion in summarising the
pro and anti view
■ Recognition that the purpose
is to express a view, though
tendency to discuss rather
than persuade or argue
■ Greater clarity and
consistency, incorporating
alternative views and
debating them
Upper ■ Clear statements of opinion
offered at start 
■ Case argued, balancing the
pro and anti views
■ Consistent ability to
challenge the stimulus
material and incorporate
alternative views
■ Recognition of need to
persuade or argue a
particular point of view
Year 7 Year 9
Lower
■ Limited awareness of
alternative viewpoints
■ Point of view offered but 
not supported
V
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■ Simple three-part structure
for argument used
■ Task seen as primarily for/
against discussion with a brief
expression of opinion at end
■ No clear overall point of view
offered
Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Commentary
There is little adventurous use of language among younger writers, though a minority
draw on devices such as the rule of three and the use of metaphor and imagery. 
As writers move towards a more persuasive tone, they draw on a wider range of
rhetorical strategies such as direct address, questions and contrasts. The strongest
writers make greater use of impersonal language and generalisations (Some people
argue that…) and controlled informality (Yes, maybe we do), reflecting their greater
control over authorial viewpoint. Quotation from and reference to the stimulus
material is often used to structure the writing, but it is interrogated and challenged
only by the more able year 9 pupils.
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Middle ■ Some impersonal structures
used but undeveloped
■ Adventurous use of 
language rare
■ Stimulus material cited but by
unacknowledged quotation
■ Greater control, with ability
to mix impersonal and
personal constructions
■ Some use of imagery, contrast
and ridicule as stylistic devices
■ Paraphrasing of stimulus
material
Upper ■ Some limited use of
adventurous language
■ Some use of repetition, rule
of three and imagery as
stylistic devices
■ Stimulus material fully cited
and debated
■ More precise language and
some vivid imagery used to
clarify position
■ Greater ability at using
distancing techniques,
including the passive voice,
controlled informality and
humour
■ Stimulus material fully
integrated within the
argument being advanced
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Colloquial tone and style
■ Adventurous use of 
language rare
St
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Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Jack (year 7)
COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
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$QDWLRQRIFRXFKSRWDWRHV
6RPHSHRSOHOLNHWRZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQDQGVRPHGRQ·W7KHSHRSOH
ZKROLNHWYLWVEHFDXVHWKHGRQ·WOLNHPDQ\WKLQJVDQGKDYH
IULHQGVDVFKRROEXWQRQHOLYHQHDUKLPKHUDQGWKH\WKLQNLW
5HGXFHV6WUHVVEXWWYGDPDJHV\RXUEUDLQDQGWKH\WKLQNLWV
JRRGEHFDXVHLWJLYHVSHRSOHPRUHLGHDV
7KHSHRSOHZKRGRQ·WOLNHWHOHYLVLRQLWLVEHFDXVH7KH\NQRZLW
GDPDJHV\RXUEUDLQDQGWKDWLWPDNHV\RXJDLQZHLJKW
7KH\NQRZLWFDQJLYHKHDUWGLVHDVHDQGVWUHVVOHYHOVEHFDXVH
LQVWHDGRIUHOD[LQJ\RXWYUDLVHVVWUHVVDQG\RXFDQ·W FRQFHQWUDWH
KRXUVDIWHUZDWFKLQJLWDQGLWHIIHFWVVSHHFKLQYHU\\RXQJ
FKLOGUHQLWLVTXLWHD%DGLGHDWRKDYHWYDOORYHUEULWDLQEHFDXVH
LWZLOOLQFUHDVHWKHQXPEHURISHRSOHJHWWLQJKHDUWGLVHDVHDQGLW
PDNHV\RXXQKDSS\DQGPDG
7KHSHRSOHZKRZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQIRUIRXURUPRUHKRXUVDUH
IRXQGWREHIDWWHUWKDQWKHSHRSOHZKRZDWFKLWIRUOHVVWKDQ
KRXUVEHFDXVHWKH\KDYHEHHQUREEHGRIH[FHUFLVHWLPHDQG
NHHSRQHDWLQJORWVRIIDWW\IRRGZKLOVWZDWFKLQJWKHWHOHYLVLRQ
DQGEHFRPHIDWWHUEHFDXVHWKH\DUHQRWGRLQJHQRXJKH[HUFLVH
7KRVHZKRGRQ·WZDWFKDVPXFKWHOHDUHWKLQQHUDQGKDYHVRPH
WLPHWRGRH[HUFLVH
,WKLQNWHOHYLVLRQLVJRRGEXW,RQO\ZDWFKLWDELWVR,DPQRWIDW
DQGQRWDFRXFKSRWDWR
Summary of composition and effect
■ For/against structure with concluding view.
■ Attempts to develop argument but poor control of sentences leads to confusion.
■ Personal view stated in conclusion, but not well integrated with the argument.
■ Attempts some impersonal structures and generalisations (people who) but attempts at
formal style not sustained.
Next steps
In order to improve his composition, Jack needs to:
■ learn to adopt a view on an issue and structure his writing around that view
■ plan how to select and highlight given material to support his argument
■ learn to distinguish between fact and opinion in his writing
■ be taught how impersonal structures and passive verbs can help make the style of his
writing more appropriate to this sort of task.
Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Chloe (year 9)
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$QDWLRQRIFRXFKSRWDWRHV
,QP\RSLQLRQFKLOGUHQVKRXOGEHDOORZHGWRZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQHYHQ
WKRXJKWKHUHDUHVRPHGLVDGYDQWJHVLQ ZDWFKLQJLWIRUH[DPSOH79
KDVEHHQOLQNHGWRREHVLW\ LQFKLOGUHQWKRVHZKRZDWFKPRUHWKDQ
IRXUKRXUVDGD\DUHVLJQLILFDQWO\IDWWHUWKDQWKRVHZKRZDWFK
OHVVWKDQWZRKRXUVDGD\7KLVLVEHFDXVHWKH\DUHHQFRXUDJHGWR
HDWPRUHKLJKFDORULHVQDFNVDQGWKH\KDYHPXFKOHVVWLPHIRU
H[HUFLVHLQIRUPDWLRQWDNHQIURPWKHWLPHV
$OVRWRRPXFKWHOHYLVLRQKDVEHHQOLQNHGWRKHDUWGLVHDVHDQG
VWUHVVOHYHOVEHFDXVHLWPDNHV\RXXQKDSS\DQGXQDEOHWR
FRQFHQWUDWH,Q\RXQJFKLOGUHQ79FDXVHVGHOD\HGDFTXLVLWLRQRI
VSHHFK,WLVDOVRWKRXJKWWKDWWKHUHDUHOLQNVWRDWWHQWLRQ
GHILFLWGLVRUGHUZKLFKKDVEHHQLQFUHDVLQJVLQFHWHOHYLVLRQZDV
ILUVWLQWURGXFHGLQWR%ULWLVKKRPHV
(YHQWKRXJKWKHUHDUHPDQ\VLGHHIIHFWVDQGGLVDGYDQWDJHVRI
DOORZLQJFKLOGUHQWRZDWFK79,VWLOOEHOLHYHWKDWZHVKRXOGDOORZ
LW7KHUHDUHPDQ\VSRUWVDQGKREELHVZKLFKDUHIRUVRPHUHDVRQ
EHOHLYHGWREHEDGIRUFKLOGUHQDQGPD\EHGDQJHURXVVXFKDV
FRPSXWHUVDQGWKHLQWHUQHWDQGZHVWLOODOORZWKHVH,QP\RSLQLRQ
79 LVQ·WDVKDOIDVEDGEHFDXVHLWGRHVQ·WHQGDQJHUWKHFKLOG·V
VDIHW\
)LUVWO\79LQIRUPVFKLOGUHQRIWKHZRUOGDURXQGWKHPDQGRIWHQ
PDNHVWKHPDZDUHRIWKHSUREOHPVWKDWSRHSOHPD\IDFH
SUHSDULQJWKHPIRUODWHUOLIH6HFRQGO\WHOHYLVLRQEULQJVIDPLO\
DQGIULHQGVFORVHUWRJHWKHUDVLWSURYLGHVDFRPPRQLQWHUHVW
ZKLFKFDQOHDGWRFKLOGUHQGHYHORSLQJGLVFXVVLRQDQGVRPHWLPHV
DUJXPHQWDWLYHVNLOOV
)LQDOO\WHOHYLVLRQVWLPXODWHVFKLOGUHQ·VPLQGVDQGFDQRIWHQJLYH
WKHPLGHDVIRUSOD\DQGZRUNDWKRPHDQGDWVFKRRO
,QP\RSLQLRQWKHUHDVRQVIRUDOORZLQJWHOHYLVLRQZHLJKRXWWKH
UHDVRQVIRUEDQQLQJLW,WLVDQLQWHUHVWLQJDQGUHOLDEOHVRXUFHIRU
FKLOGUHQWRHQMR\ZKLOVWDWWKHVDPHWLPHOHDUQLQJDERXWWKH
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ZRUOGDURXQGWKHP+RZHYHU,GRDJUHHWKDWVRPHSHRSOHVSHQG
WRRPXFKWLPHZDWFKLQJLWDQGVRLWVKRXOGEHNHSWLQPRGHUDWLRQ
WRSUHYHQWDQ\LOOQHVVHVDQGODFNRIH[HUFLVHZKLFKDUHOLQNHGWR
WRRPXFKWHOHYLVLRQ
Summary of composition and effect
■ Evaluative writing, where own point of view is clear but based on balanced use of evidence.
■ Structure of composition based on the chosen argument and materials selected to fit that
argument.
■ Suitably formal tone and style, using impersonal structures (TV has been linked, it is
also thought) and abstract nouns (interest, moderation, discussion).
■ Effective use of modals (maybe, often, can).
Next steps
In order to improve her composition, Chloe needs to:
■ ensure that she acknowledges sources of information consistently
■ incorporate a greater range of stylistic devices to engage the reader.
COMPOSITION AND EFFECT adaptation
Moving on progression in writing at key stage 326
Imagine/explore/entertain (narrative task)
Commentary
Pupils generally recognise that the task calls for the development of plot, setting and
narrative viewpoint, though few choose to develop character in any depth. While
some of the most sophisticated writing develops characters or a narrative persona
(Then they came, the flashbacks, all the worst moments in my life, my mum’s death,
my dad’s burnt corpse, and whole host of other, then it went very dark), this is not
always critical to success. Many pupils in the lower and middle range concentrate on
plot rather than on narration. By year 9, more pupils are able to give a real sense of
setting (It was a beautiful place the sun beating down on Field after Field of golden
corn crops and lush green Fields). Progression is marked by clearer and more
consistent narration.
Middle ■ Tendency towards fast-
moving plot
■ Insufficient emphasis on
dramatising or linking events
■ Mood and atmosphere only
present at beginning or
transition
■ Story presented as coherent
narrative
■ Emphasis in almost all scripts
on dramatising events
■ Setting more fully developed
Upper ■ Use of a range of narrative
skills
■ Greater emphasis on
developing character
■ Greater effort to create 
mood and atmosphere
■ Thematic unity across the 
plot and conscious crafting 
of storyline
■ Clear sense of how to
develop character within plot
■ Setting fully developed
■ Well-paced narrative, with
plot fully developed
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Tendency towards fast-
moving plot
■ No development of 
setting or atmosphere
■ Inconsistent emphasis on
dramatising events
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Imagine/explore/entertain (narrative task)
Commentary
There is rarely an overt authorial voice and, even when it is evident, it is not always 
a consistent feature, nor is it fully effective. Using narrative strategies to enable the
reader to ‘see’ the setting (The sun shone through the window but had no warmth)
and experience the narrator’s situation (“Enjoy your dinner?” He sneered. We didn’t
answer him. We just stared loathingly at his thin white face, long nose, grimy, matted
black hair and his long crooked fingers that held a blood red pen) are key factors in
effective responses and are indicative of progression. The effectiveness of the writing 
is not, however, directly related to the choice of a first or third person viewpoint. In 
year 7, a few pupils are already quite proficient in sustaining an authorial stance and
most are able to describe events from a particular viewpoint at critical moments in 
the story (As I’m sure you’ve guessed, Becky is a critic. Something is wrong with
everything). More writers are able to do this by year 9 in more sustained ways.
Upper ■ Point of view better sustained
■ Details of setting embedded
into fabric of writing
■ Character developed through
exploring response to events
■ Point of view more strongly
elaborated
■ Setting more subtly
embedded in writing
■ Character developed 
through reflection, feelings
and actions
■ Ability to make transitions
between close and distant
perspectives
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Little sense that point of view
has to be managed
■ Use of detail for setting tends
to be brief and sketchy
■ Character left implicit
■ Evidence of point of view
■ Brief and relatively
undeveloped presentation 
of character
V
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Middle ■ Point of view evident but not
elaborated
■ Use of detail for setting likely
to occur at opening or
transition, though has
tendency to fade
■ Character generally assumed
■ Point of view more
developed
■ Setting better illustrated 
and developed
■ Character more substantially
drawn
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Imagine/explore/entertain (narrative task)
Commentary
Pupils have the strongest expectations of style when writing narrative and make the
most conscious and ambitious choices about vocabulary and imagery, usually when
describing settings (As the door opened a swirling vortex of colour swam into view)
or feelings (We crept down the stairs and gasped at what we saw). There is evidence
of more consistent control over style as pupils mature. The most able pupils in year 9
can make decisions about style throughout their writing, for example making
controlled shifts between conversational style and more literary language (“Don’t talk
to me like that young man.” Mum’s voice tailed off as I made my way to the bedroom.
I could predict with great certainty that the next few words would be…).
Middle ■ Word choice given most
attention at setting,
transition and end
■ Rhetorical devices not in
evidence
■ Occasional formal features
■ Vocabulary most carefully
chosen for intense descriptive
points
■ Rhetorical devices rarely in
evidence
■ Occasional generalised
subjects and passives
Upper ■ Use made of adventurous
language, imagery and
figurative language at key
points in story
■ Rhetorical devices rarely in
evidence
■ Level of formality largely
consistent but not fully in
place
■ Precise and ambitious use 
of language and other
linguistic devices
■ Rhetorical devices
occasionally in evidence
■ More use of passives and
impersonal structures
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Little attention given to 
word choice
■ Rhetorical devices not in
evidence
■ Little or no evidence of
formality
■ Rhetorical devices rarely in
evidence
■ Occasional generalised
subjects and passives
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Imagine/explore/entertain (narrative task)
Robert (year 7)
7KHP\VWHU\GRRU
2QHVQRZ\GD\-RKQQ\DJHZDVSOD\LQJLQWKHVQRZZKHQKH
VHH·VVRPHWKLQJVWUDQJHLQWKHGLVWDQFH:KDW-RKQQ\VDZZDVD
ELJZKLWHDQGUHGGRRUIODVKLQJ
$V-RKQQ\ZHQWWRWKHGRRU,WVDLG
´&RPH,Q-RKQQ\SOHDVHFRPHLQDQGUHVFXH0Hµ
6XGGHQO\-RH\FDPH-RH\LV-RKQQ\GDGZKR·VDURFNVWDUZLWK
EODFNKDLUKHWHOOVSHRSOHKHZDUNVZLWKR]]\RVERXUQHEXWKH
ZRUNVLQDEDQGFDOOHG5RFN5RFNHUV55
´$OULJKW6RQWLPHWRJRIRUWHDDQGDIWHU,·OOVKRZKRZWRSOD\
WKHJXLWDUµVDLG-RH\
´%XWGDGWKHUHVDVWUDQJHGRRUWKHUHLWVDLGFRPHLQGDGLW
QHHGVKHOSµ
´:KDWHYHUVRQ\RXFDQJLYHLWKHOSODWHUµEXW:KDW-RKQQ\GLGQ·W
NQRZZDVWKDWKLVGDGFRXOGQ·WVHHWKHGRRU
7KHQH[WGD\-RKQQ\VDZWKH0DJLFDOGRRUDJDLQ´+HOSPH
-RKQQ\KHOSPHµVDLGWKHGRRU
-RKQQ\VWDUWHGWRUXQTXLFNO\WRZDUGVWKHGRRU
´-RKQ-RKQZDLWZHUHDUH\RXJRLQJµVKRXWHGKLVGDGWKHQ
-RKK\GLVDSHDUV
´:RZZHUHDP,µVDLG-RKQQ\
´RK\RXKHUHTXLFNµ6DLG-RVHSK
´:KRDUH\RX":KHUHDP,":KDW·VKDSSHQLQJ"µ$VNV-RKQQ\
´+ROGRQQRWWRPDQ\TXHVWLRQV,DP-RVHSK\RXDUHLQ1HZWRQ\
ZRUOGDQGQRWKLQJLVKDSSHQLQJµ
´-RVHSK,DPJRLQJWRNLOO\RXµ
´DSDUWIURPWKDWWKHZLFNHGZL]DUGKH·VWU\LQJWRNLOOPHDQG
\RX·UHP\VDYHUTXLFNWKLVZD\µ
´:KDW":KHUHDUHZHJRLQJ"µDVNV-RKQQ\VFDUHG
´<RX·OOILQGRXWµ
´:RZWKHUH·VR]]\RVERXUQHZRZWKHUHVVFOXEZRZWKHUHV
'HQLFHWKH0HQLFHZRZWKHUHV«µ
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´VKXWXSWKHUHQRWUHDOWKHUHQRWWKHUHDORQHVOLNHDWKRPHRU
\RXUZRUOGWKHUHIDNHQRZFRPHRQµ
/DWHURQ-RKQQ\DQG-RVHSKDUHLQWKHZRRGVFDPSLQJ:KHQWKH\
KHUHDQRLVH
´:KDW·VWKDW"µVFUHDPHG-RKQQ\
´1RTXLFNUXQµ
7KHQLQDIODVK-RVHSKJRWVKRWDQGEORRGVSLOOHG-RKQQ\ZDVDOO
DORQHLQWKLVP\VWHULHVZRUOG
´4XLFNRYHUKHUHJHWWKHERG\DQG\RXWZRVHDUFKWKHWHQWµ
RUGHUHG-LPP\WKHZL]DUG
7KHQ-RKQQ\UXQOLNHOLJKWLQJZLWKWKHWZRJXDUGVUXQQLQJDIWHU
KLP7KHQKHWULSSHGRYHUDULSSHGKLVVKLUWWKHWZRHYLOJXDUGV
QHDUO\JRW-RKQQ\EXWKHJRWXSDQGTXLFNO\UDQEHKLQGDZDOODQG
WKHJXDUGVZHUHJRQH
´$$$UJJKKKµVFUHDPHG-RKQQ\
´:KDW·VZURQJ"µDVNHG-RH\
´,KDGDGUHDPµ-RKQQ\ZDVVFDUHG
´,WVHHPHGUHDOµ-RKQQ\VDLG
7KHQWKHUHZDVDNQRFNRQWKHGRRU,WZDVIRU-RKQQ\
´:KRDUH\RX"µDVNHG-RKQQ\
´,W·VPH-RVHSKµ
7KH-RKQQ\UHPHPEHUKLPLQWKHGUHDPDQGWKHQKHORRNGRZQ
DQGVDZKLVULSSHGVKLUW
´,WZDVUHDOVDLG-RKQQ\´,WZDVUHDOµ
Summary of composition and effect
■ Story has plot with beginning, middle and end, but over-reliance on dialogue.
■ Some definition of character, sometimes through dialogue, but otherwise little support 
for the reader.
■ Little narrative detail to take the reader into the situation or to help navigate the dialogue.
■ Routine word choice with occasional detail.
Next steps
In order to develop his composition, Robert needs to:
■ consider what detail and information are relevant to the story and are helpful to a reader
(eg make characters more distinct)
■ use narrative strategies other than dialogue to carry essential information about setting,
character and action
■ select words and phrases carefully to create particular effects.
Robert (year 7) – continued
Imagine/explore/entertain (narrative task)
Jake (year 9)
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7KH%R\ZKRZDVQ·WWKHUH
´'RQ·WWDONWRPHOLNHWKDW\RXQJPDQµ0XP·VYRLFHWDLOHGRIIDV,
PDGHP\ZD\WRWKHEHGURRP,FRXOGSUHGLFWZLWKJUHDW
FHUWDLQW\WKDWWKHQH[WIHZZRUGVZRXOGEH´QRZJRWR\RXU
URRPDQGWKLQNDERXWZKDW\RX·YHMXVWGRQHµ&DOPO\,PDGHP\
ZD\WRP\URRP,WKRXJKWWRP\VHOI´,IRQO\,FRXOGMXVW
GLVVDSHDUµDQGWKHQLQDIUXVWUDWHGWRQHRIYRLFHRXWORXG
´,MXVWFDQ·WEHERWKHUHGZLWKWKLVGXPSRIDKRPHDQ\PRUHµ
,WXUQHGWKHKDQGOHRIWKHGRRUDQGZLWKDVZLIWPRYHPHQW
VWHSSHGLQVLGHP\URRP:HOOLWZDVQ·WDFWXDOO\P\URRP
,WZDVGLIIHUHQWYHU\YHU\GLIIHUHQW
%LUGVVDQJDQGVPDOOIDPLO\VRIPRQNH\VVFDPSHUHGDORQJWKH
IRUHVWIORRUFKDWWHULQJH[FLGHGO\'HHSPRDQVIURPWKHIRUHVWV
LQKDELWDQWVEHFNRQHGPHLQWRDVORZMRJIXUWKHUDQGIXUWKHULQWR
ZKDWSUREDEO\ZDVXQWRXFKHGWHUULWRU\EXWIRUWKHEHDVWVDQG
RWKHUVWUDQJHDQGUDUHLQKDELWDQWV$WULEHRIHOHSKDQWVEHORZHG
DPRQJVWWKHZDOOVRIYLQHVDQGWLJHUVJOLGHGVWHDOWKLO\WKURXJK
WKHXQGHUJURZWK$WILUVWWKLVGDXQWLQJVLWHPDGHPHWUHPHUDQG
WHPSRUDULO\KROGP\EUHDWKVR,GLGQRWHPLWDVLQJOHQRLVH
KRZHYHUWKHPRUHDQLPDOV,SDVVHGDQGWKHGHHSHU,YHQWXUHGLW
GDXQHGRQPHWKDW,ZDVEHLQJLJQRUHG(YHQOHDYHVWXUQHGWKHLU
EDFNVRQPHDQGWKHZLQGEOHZSDVWZLWKRXWPHHYHQIHHOLQJD
EUHDWKRQP\FKHHN$OWKRXJKLWLVQRWKRPH,GRQ·WIHHODWDOO
GLIIHUHQW,WKRXJKW,WIHHOVDVWKRXJKLPQRWHYHQVHHQDQG
GRQ·WZDQWWREHKHDUG1RZQRLVHVVFUHDPHGDOODURXQGPHDQG
HFKRHVSXPHOHGP\EUDLQ)ODVKEDFNVRIPHLQP\FKLOGKRRGOHIW
LQP\FRWXQDWWHQGHGIRUKRXUVDQGKRXUVDQGOHIWLQWKHUDLQ
DIWHU,ZDVQRWOHWEDFNLQWRWKHKRXVH,ZDVDORQHDOODORQH
)RUHYHU,UHDOLVHG,´KDGµGLVDSHDUHG(LWKHUWKDWRU,·YHQHYHU
HYHQH[LVWHG
Summary of composition and effect
■ Story seen as a whole with a strong theme and twist at the end.
■ Viewpoint well sustained and handled in different styles in the two halves.
■ Contrast in style between domestic setting with dialogue and precise but plain
vocabulary and the jungle with detailed description and densely-packed language.
■ Ambitious vocabulary (Deep moans from the forests inhabitants).
■ Sustained use of rhetorical patterning (Birds sang and small familys of monkeys
scampered… the more animals I passed and the deeper I ventured) and abstract nouns
(territory, inhabitants) enhance the formality and seriousness of tone.
Next steps
In order to improve his composition, Jake needs to:
■ expand the ending to emphasise the theme more strongly.
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT adaptation
Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Commentary
Pupils generally are unsure of what is called for when shaping their writing. Few
below year 9 recognise that the structure, form and style of their writing might be
significant. Many see the task as essentially a comprehension activity, treating it as a
series of separate points. Progression is marked by a greater understanding that the
leaflet has been constructed by someone whose intentions are to persuade its readers
to purchase a particular product. Grasping this fact – in one case using the term
product and in another referring to the producers of this leaflet – leads to significant
improvement in the quality of pupils’ arguments, the range of information drawn
from their wider experience (The blurb, trademark, subtitle, repetition) and their
ability to take a more critical stance.
Middle ■ Continued reliance on
prompts but more take an
overview
■ For many still largely a
reading activity, though 
more beginning to respond
to whole text
■ Greater awareness that
leaflet is constructed for a
particular purpose
■ Some outside knowledge
brought to bear on task
■ Prompts used to structure
response
■ Task generally treated as
comprehension, with minority
tackling task as whole
■ Some awareness that leaflet
is constructed for a particular
purpose
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Prompts used to structure
response
■ Task generally treated as
comprehension
■ No awareness that leaflet is
constructed for a particular
purpose
Upper ■ Some development of ideas
beyond the prompts
■ Analysis presented as if by
expert
■ Some personal knowledge
brought to bear on topic
■ Task treated as a whole
■ Thorough and detailed
response, showing complete
understanding of task
■ Considerable outside
knowledge brought to bear
on task
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT viewpoint
Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Commentary
Pupils generally do not see the need for a strong authorial tone and few appreciate 
the need to take an overview of the material. Many pupils rely heavily on description
as the basis for their response, rather than giving an evaluative response from a clear
viewpoint. Where a viewpoint is in evidence, there tends to be progression from a
personal evaluative response (It looks like the sort of film you could see with your
mum) to a more authoritative, less personal stance, using more formal and technical
language (We can see here that descriptive (adjectives) language is used to highlight
the brilliance of the “epic”). Understanding the persuasive intentions of the leaflet is
critical to the quality of the analysis.
Middle ■ Some evaluative analysis
offered but not sustained
■ Clear viewpoint but often
little more than unsupported
assertion
■ Role adopted suggests some
expertise
■ Some evaluation as well as
description evident
■ Viewpoint clear and
reasonably well maintained
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Description rather than
evaluation
■ Viewpoint rather simplistic,
with little attempt at
judgement
■ Description with only
occasional evaluation
Upper ■ Beginnings of analysis, though
still to some extent descriptive
■ More likely to make
evaluative comments
■ Strong authorial tone
established and maintained
throughout
■ Viewpoint often dependent
on simple assertion
■ Clear analysis rather than
description offered
■ Evaluative comments made
throughout
■ Sustained authorial tone as
expert
■ Authoritative viewpoint
offered
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT style
Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Commentary
Pupils make fewer decisions about style in this task than in the others, perhaps
because of their lack of familiarity with models of such writing. Consequently, most
language choices are plain and simple, with only the most able using a range of
stylistic devices and precision in the choice of adjectives (With it’s interesting cover
and gripping, convincing writing the leaflet would make anyone want to ‘discover a
whole new adventure underwater’). As pupils begin to identify that the promotional
leaflet is part of an advertising campaign, they begin to use more formal and technical
language to describe its construction and effect (At the very bottom in small text is
the small print or the peramiters of the offer). There is clear progression in the ability
to quote from the text to illustrate points in the argument, both in selecting
appropriately and in incorporating these selections into their writing.
Middle ■ Some formality but largely
still semi-formal
■ Occasional use of
adventurous or unexpected
language
■ Ability to quote from text
■ Some use of formal style but
inconsistent
■ No evidence of stylistic
devices
■ Choice of language
predictable
■ Some quotation from or
reference to text, but not
developed
Upper ■ Some evidence of effective
formal style
■ Some stylistic devices used
■ Wide vocabulary available to
make points
■ Effective quotation from text
■ Mature grasp of style, 
mixing formal with informal
as appropriate
■ Wide range of linguistic
devices used
■ Controlled and managed
choice of vocabulary
■ Effective quotation from text
to illustrate points made
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Little attention given to the
style of writing
■ Informal, colloquial style used
■ No quotation from text
■ Some attempt at formality
but not always successful
■ Use of quotation but 
without comment
St
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Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Kayleigh (year 7)
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
9LGHROHDIOHW
7KLVW\SHRIYLGHRLVDFKLOGVDQQLPDWHG:DOW'LVQH\ILOPLW
LQFOXGHVDFWLRQDGYHQWXUHVWXQQLQJHIIHFWVDKHURLFVWRU\DQG
LWVILOOHGZLWKFRPHG\
7KLVILOPOHDIOHWLVJHWWLQJPXPVGDGVDXQWLHVXQFOHVDQG
JUDQGSDUHQWVWRJRRXWDQGEX\WKHYLGHRIRUWKHFKLOGUHQLQWKH
IDPLO\$OVRZKHQDFKLOGVHHVWKHIURQWRIWKHOHDIOHWWKH\ZLOO
DXWRPDWLFDOO\ZDQWWKHILOP
2QWKHOHDIOHWWKHUHDUHSLFWXUHVRQWKHIURQWEXWQRWDVPDQ\RQ
WKHEDFNRIWKHOHDIOHW7KHOHDIOHWVD\VZKDWWKHILOPLVDERXW
RQWKHEDFNWKHWZRSRXQGRIIOHDIOHWLVDWWKHERWWRPVR\RXFDQ
FXWLWRIIDQG\RXFDQVWLOONHHSWKHDGYHUWLVPHQWOHDIOHW
7KHUHLVDORWRISHUVXDVLYHODQJXDJXH
´6KDUHµ7KLVFRXOGPHDQVKDUHLWVRRWKHUSHRSOHVHHLWDQGEX\
LW
´6HW\RXUFRXUVHµJHWUHDG\WREX\LW
´$YDLODEOHµWRRZQQRZµJRRXWDQGJHWLW
7KH\XVHDORWEOXHVRLWFRXOGEHDQXQGHUZDWHUILOPDQGIRU
ER\VJROGPHDQVULFKDQGWKH\XVHVDPHJROGIRUZULWLQJ
7KHSLFWXUHVDUHFDUWRRQFKDUDFWHUVZKLFKVXJJHVWWKDWWKHILOP
LVDQDQLPDWHGILOP
Summary of composition and effect
■ Writing presents a series of observations rather than an analysis.
■ Structure largely based on prompts given in the task.
■ Some evidence of viewpoint when identifying purpose of leaflet.
■ Attempts to evaluate but at times does little more than describe.
■ No evidence of usage of stylistic devices or ambitious language.
Next steps
In order to improve her composition, Kayleigh needs to:
■ learn to take an overview of a text before starting to write
■ learn to evaluate the features of the text rather than merely describe them
■ adopt a more critical authorial stance.
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Tariq (year 9)
$$QDO\VLV2I$9LGHR/HDIOHW
7KLVOHDIOHWLVDGYHUWLVLQJ$WODQWLV7KH/RVW(PSLUH,WLVD
FDUWRRQDQGFUHDWHGE\'LVQH\:DOW'LVQH\LVZHOONQRZIRU
FODVVLFFDUWRRQPXVLFDOVIRU\RXQJFKLOGUHQDQGWKH\RXQJ
LQKHDUW
1RWMXVWFKLOGUHQZLOOZDWFKWKLVILOPWKHUDWLQJLVXQLYHUVDO
,WZLOOEHDGLVWUDFWLRQIRUPDQ\SDUHQWVEXWIRUFKLOGUHQLWLV
OLNHO\WRIXHODPELWLRQ
7KHWLWOHLVDWWKHKHDGRIWKHOHDIOHWZKHUHPRVWSHRSOHZRXOG
ORRNILUVW7RFDWFKWKHLUH\HIXUWKHUDQGWRKRSHIXOO\PDNHWKHP
UHDGRQWKHUHLVDVORJDQMXVWXQGHUQHDWK
´'LVFRYHUDZKROHQHZDGYHQWXUHXQGHUZDWHUµ
3DUHQWVPD\WKLQNRIWKHILOPDVHGXFDWLRQDORUSXUHDGYHQWXUH
7KHDGYHQWXUHZRXOGDSSHDOWRPRVWFKLOGUHQDQGWKHHGXFDWLRQDO
IDFWRUZRXOGLQWHUHVWSDUHQWV
3LFWXUHVFRPHQH[W,QWKHEDFNJURXQGLVWKH8O\VVHVH[SORUHU
,WLVPXFKOLNHDVXEPDULQHEXWWKHGRPHDWWKHIURQWDQGWKH
SXUHVL]HPD\DVWRXQGRUPD\EHLQWHUHVWFKLOGUHQWRNHHSWKHP
JOXHGWRWKHVFUHHQ
$VZLWKPDQ\OHDIOHWVWKHUHLVDSURPRWLRQDORIIHUDWWKH
ERWWRP,WLVDQDGYHUWLVHPHQWLQLWVHOIDVWKHRIIHUFDQRQO\EH
XVHGLQDFHUWDLQSODFH7KLVRQHEHLQJD7HVFRVXSHUPDUNHW ,WLV
FKHDSHUWRXVHWKHRIIHUWKDQQRWWRDQGWKHUHLVDKLJKFKDQFH
WKDWPDQ\H[WUDWKLQJVFRXOGEHSXUFKDVHGZKLOHRQO\ZDQWLQJWKH
YLGHR
$V,WXUQHGRYHU,LPPHGLHWO\VDZWKHGUDZLQJLQWKHPLGGOH
,WLVDFRS\RIWKHDFWXDOYLGHRDQG'9'WKDW\RXFRXOGEX\
,WLVGLUHFWO\LQWKHFHQWUHRIWKHSDJHDQGVWDQGVRXWIURP
WKHUHVW
7KHUHLVDOVRDEDVLFSORWGHVFULSWLRQXQGHUQHDWKDVHFRQGWLWOH
,WLVPXFKOLNHDEOXUEWKDW\RXPD\ILQGRQWKHUHDUFRYHURID
QRYHO
´6WXQQLQJHIIHFWVDQGDKHURLFVWRU\ILOOHGZLWKZRQGHUDQG
ODXJKVµ
$IWHUWKHSORWLWJLYHVDVPDOOH[SODQDWLRQRIZKDWDXGLHQFHV
WKLQNRIWKHVWRU\7KLVLVOLNHO\WREHJUHDWO\H[DJHUDWHG
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
$JUHDWDPRXQWRIERWKWKHOD\RXWDQGWKHGHVFULSWLRQDUHWKHUH
IRUDVLPSOHUHDVRQ,QIDFWWKHHQWLUHOHDIOHWLVRQO\WU\LQJWR
KHOS\RXPDNHDGHFLVLRQ,WLVDVNLQJ\RX¶ZLOO\RXEX\WKLVILOP"·
DQGRIFRXUVHLWLVWU\LQJWRPDNH\RXVD\\HV
/HDIOHWVDOOKDYHWKLVLQWHQWDQGPRUHRIWHQWKDQQRWWKH\DUH
VXFFHVVIXO
7KHEDFNJURXQGFRORXURQWKHIURQWRIWKHOHDIOHWLVVHDEOXH
7KLVFRORXULVSHUIHFWIRUDQXQGHUZDWHUDGYHQWXUHVXFKDV
WKLVILOP
Summary of composition and effect
■ Thorough and detailed analysis, showing good understanding of the task and an ability
to draw on knowledge from elsewhere (promotional offer, blurb).
■ Analysis presented as if by an expert and the task is treated as a whole.
■ Strong authorial stance established at beginning and maintained throughout.
■ Considerable evaluation of the key items on the leaflet.
■ Mature style of language, using direct and indirect address (It is asking you, ‘will you
buy this film?’, and of course, it is trying to make you say yes).
Next steps
In order to improve his composition, Tariq needs to:
■ ensure the ending is written to achieve maximum impact.
COMPOSITION AND EFFECT adaptation
Moving on progression in writing at key stage 338
Inform/explain/describe (accident report)
Commentary
Pupils are generally unsure of what is called for in the account of the accident. While
all include some recount of what happened, they are less secure about an overall
structure for the text in terms of how to introduce it and how much narrative, if any,
to include. Pupils tend to rely on a chronological structure (Firstly I was waiting….
Secondly the blue ford fiesta…suddenly all I saw…). There is uncertainty about the
balance between conveying information and using stylistic devices, though it is
occasionally successful (He landed in the middle of a hedgrow, arms splayed and
screaming in pain). Progression is marked by the ability to exemplify and clarify
points in some detail (It is hard to estimate whether a car is going to hit you or not
because the road is situated on a hill) rather than simply recounting them.
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formal approach
■ Awareness of audience and
purpose of task
■ Emerging sense of necessary
register to produce a credible
statement
■ General awareness of implied
audience and purpose of task
Upper ■ Some ability to shape content
to form and purpose
■ Ability to meet audience
need through combining
engaging account and concise
provision of information
■ Well organised to meet
requirements of task, though
occasionally using narrative
forms
■ Adoption of an authoritative
stance incorporating
narrative with detailed
information and judgement
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Predominantly colloquial,
relying on basic 
chronological account
■ Inability to meet
organisational demands 
of task
■ Unclear sense of implied
audience and purpose of task
■ General awareness of
audience and purpose of task
COMPOSITION AND EFFECT viewpoint
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Inform/explain/describe (accident report)
Commentary
Clarity of viewpoint marks progression in this task, for example by the use of
prepositional phrases (From the angle I was to him) or adverbial clauses (Because
there was building work going on on the left hand side of the school) to locate
precisely what has happened. Few pupils in year 7 are able to incorporate alternative
viewpoints successfully or to make use of qualifying adverbial clauses to convey a
sense of witness credibility. The proportion of pupils able to do this increases over
time and by year 9 is a strong feature, particularly in the best writing (From where 
I was… As I wasn’t watching the cyclist… From what I saw…).
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Middle ■ Clear authorial voice,
supported by occasional use
of adverbials
■ Anecdotal development 
used to establish author’s
point of view
■ Clear authorial voice
■ Occasional lapses or
ambiguities when alternative
viewpoint inserted
Upper ■ Attempted use of authorial
voice or qualifying adverbials
to convey a sense of witness
credibility and authority
■ Able to incorporate
description and explanation
in establishing viewpoint
■ Clear authorial voice
providing strong witness
credibility throughout
■ Range of strategies used 
to link description to
explanation from author’s
point of view
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Clear narrative voice, though
within an anecdotal
framework
■ Colloquial style undermining
sense of witness authority
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT style
Inform/explain/describe (accident report)
Commentary
Only the most able writers grasp the idea that their writing can be shaped overall 
and that they can put their authorial stamp on it. Few writers at any stage draw on
technical language and only the most able use noun phrases well to clarify and
conceptualise information (All of the front passenger side… the oncoming vehicle).
Younger pupils rely too much on simple, repetitious language choices (The car ran
into the bike…she ran over the bike…the three girls ran into the school), while more
able pupils in year 9 are able to make precise vocabulary choices, especially verbs
(There was a squeal of brakes as the silver Honda tried to stop, before plunging into
the rear of the blue Ford). There are tensions between the factual nature of the task
and the desire to create an engaging and readable account. As more able writers move
towards a more formal style, this tension decreases.
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Middle ■ Emerging formality in choice
of vocabulary
■ Inconsistent use of cohesive
devices, and stylistic control
variable
■ Greater attempt to synthesise
information rather than
simply recount
■ Lack of range and variety in
choice of vocabulary
■ Limited evidence of using
adverbials to enhance and
clarify details
Upper ■ Greater variety in choice of
language
■ Greater formality evident
■ Adverbial clauses used but
limited understanding of how
to develop and control this
aspect of writing effectively
■ Ability to manipulate the
position of prepositional
phrases for effect
■ Language choices often
ambitious and precise
■ Appropriate formality used
■ Style matched to
understanding of purpose
■ Consistent ability to integrate
cohesive description with
explanatory comment
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ High dependence on low-
content vocabulary choices
■ Reliance on limited number
of prepositional structures
■ Limited awareness of formal
requirements
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
Inform/explain/describe (accident report)
Danny (year 7)
(\HZLWQHVVDFFRXQW
,VWDUWHGZDONLQJRXWRIWKH*DWHSDVWWKHEXLOGLQJVLWHZKHQWKLV
WHUULEOHDFFLGHQWKDSSHQG,WZDVDURXQGWZHQW\SDVW
WZRZKHQDEOXHIRUGILHVWDEHJDQSXOOLQJXSWRWXUQLQWRWKHJDWH
IURPP\OHIWDQG0DUN/X[WRQF\FOHGWRZDUGWKHJDWH
WRFDWFKPHXS$VLOYHU+RQGD$FFRUGLQWHQGLQJWRGULYH
VWUDLJKWSDVWWKHVFKRROJDWH+LWWKHOHIWKHDGOLJKWZLWKVRPH
IRUFHRIWKHSDVVLQJ%OXHILHVWD0DUNQRWQRWLFLQJZKDWKDG
KDSSHQHGFDUULHGRQJRLQJLQWRWKHVLGHRIWKHZUHFNHG+RQGD
ZHQWRYHUWKHKDQGOHEDUVDQGFOHDQO\RYHUWKHWRSRIWKH$FFRUG
+HODQGHGLQWKHPLGGOHRIDKHGJURZDUPVVSOD\HGDQG
VFUHDPLQJLQSDLQ3HUVRQDOO\,WKLQNWKHF\FOLVWVLQMXULHVZHUH
KLVIDXOWEHFDXVHKHZDVQ·WSD\LQJDWWHQWLRQWRZKHUHKHZDV
JRLQJ$VIRUWKHPDLQFUDVKLWZDVSDUWO\HYHU\RQH·VIDXOWWKH
EXVVHVZHUHLQWKHZD\RIWKHILHVWD·VYLHZWKHILHVWDVKRXOG
KDYHFKHFNHGWKHURDGZDVFOHDUDQGWKH+RQGDVKRXOGKDYH
EHHQPRUHFDXWLRXV
Summary of composition and effect
■ Content mostly appropriate to purpose, though occasionally anecdotal.
■ Largely chronological recount, though some confusion.
■ Ability to use subordination enhances the descriptive style and provides some synthesis
of ideas in a text which generally lacks clear organisational structure.
■ Viewpoint on events supported by occasional use of adverbials (personally) and
evaluative adjectives (terrible accident).
■ Specificity in verb choice adds to clarity and interest (arms splayed and screaming in pain).
Next steps
In order to improve his composition, Danny needs to:
■ consider the relevance of the anecdotal element in his writing
■ orientate the reader to give a clearer picture of events
■ make clearer links between description, evaluation and judgement.
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COMPOSITION AND EFFECT example scripts
Inform/explain/describe (accident report)
Annie (year 9)
(\HZLWQHVVDFFRXQW
7KHVWUHHWDQGWKHVFKRROJURXQGVZHUHEX]]LQJZLWKSHRSOHDV
WKH\FROOHFWHGWKHLUFKLOGUHQIURPWKHVFKRRO7KHDFFLGHQWWKDW
WRRNSODFHRQO\ODVWHGDEDUHVHFRQGVEXWZDVYHU\QHUYH
UDFNLQJWRVHHDQGVRP\GLVFULSWLRQSUREDEO\GRHVPLVVRXWRQH
RUWZRIDFWRUV
$FKLOGSUREDEO\LQWKHKLJKHVW\HDUZDVF\FOLQJXSWRWKHJDWH
DQGVWRSSHGWRVHHLIKHZDVIUHHWRJR,FRXOGVHHWKDWKHZDV
QRWRQWKHULJKWVLGHRIWKHJDWHEXW,DVVXPHGKHZRXOGJR
TXLFNO\DQGQRWKLQJZRXOGEHWKRXJKWRILW+RZHYHUDWWKDW
PRPHQWLQWLPHDSDUHQWREYLRXVO\FRPLQJWRFROOHFWKHU
FKLOGFKLOGUHQFDPHWRDKDOWRXWVLGHWKHJDWHLQGLFDWLQJ
WRJRLQVLGHWKHJDWH7KLVFDUZDVDEOXH)RUG)LHVWDDQGKDG
RQO\RQHSDVVHQJHU7DNLQJWKLVSDUHQW·VSRLQWRIYLHZDWWKLV
WLPH,PXVWVD\WKDWLWLVKDUGWRHVWLPDWHZKHWKHUDFDULV
JRLQJWRKLW\RXRUQRWEHFDXVHWKHURDGLVVLWXDWHGRQDKLOODQG
\RXFDQQRWVHHGRZQLW
$Q\ZD\DVWKH)RUGZDVWXUQLQJDVLOYHU+RQGD$FFRUGFDPH
IO\LQJXSWKHKLOOFDXVLQJWKH)RUGWRPRYHTXLFNHULQWRWKHJDWH
+RZHYHUWKH)RUGEDVKHGVWUDLJKWLQWRWKHELF\FOHDQGZDVVWLOO
EORFNLQJWKHURDG7KLVSUHFLVHPRPHQWRQO\DERXWDVHFRQGZDV
SURORQJHGDVJDVSVFDPHIURPWKHFURZGLQWKHVFKRRODQGWKHUH
ZDVDVTXHDORIEUDNHVDVWKHVLOYHU+RQGDWULHGWRVWRSEHIRUH
SOXQJLQJLQWRWKHUHDURIWKHEOXH)RUG
$IHZSHRSOHVFUHDPHGDQGDORWUDQRYHUWRVHHZKDWGDPDJH
ZDVGRQH)URPZKHUH,ZDVTXLWHQHDUWKHEDFN,FRXOGRQO\VHH
WKHWZRGULYHUVJHWWLQJRXWDQGVSHDNLQJWRHDFKRWKHUDQGWKH
F\FOLVWRQWKHIORRUFU\LQJ$V,ZDVQ·WZDWFKLQJWKHF\FOLVW,GLG
QRWVHHKRZKHIHOORIIKLVELNHRUODQGHGRQWKHIORRU,FRXOG
DOVRVHHWKDWPRELOHVZHUHRXWDQGLQDIHZPLQXWHVWKHVN\ZDV
IODVKLQJUHGVDQGEOXHV
:HZHUHDOOWROGWR¶EDFNRIIDOLWWOH·DQGWKHQZHIRXQGRXW
WKDWWKHFKLOGKDGDEURNHQDUPDQGFROODUERQHDQGDQ
DPEXODQFHDUULYHG
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)URPZKDW,VDZ,WKLQNWKDWWKHUHZDVPRUHWKDQRQHSHUVRQLQ
IDXOW7KHF\FOLVWVKRXOGKDYHEHHQDWWKHRWKHUVLGHRIWKHJDWH
DVLWLVZLGHHQRXJKIRUWZRFDUVDQGKDVOLQHVGRZQWKHFHQWUH
7KHELNHVKRXOGKDYHEHHQRQWKHOHIWVLGHEXWZDVRQWKHULJKW
7KHEOXH)RUGFRXOGKDYHZDWFKHGWKHELNHPRUHFDUHIXOO\EXW
WKLVFRXOGQ·WEHKHOSHGEHFDXVHWKHGULYHUKDGWRPRYHTXLFNO\WR
WU\DQGJHWRXWRIWKHZD\7KHVLOYHU+RQGDZDVLQIDXOWEHFDXVH
WKHGULYHUZDVJRLQJIDUWRRIDVWDQGWKDWLVZK\KHFRXOGQ·W
VWRS7KHUHZDVQRH[FXVHIRUWKLVGULYHUDVWKHUHDUHOLPLW
VLJQVLQWKHWRZQDQGDVFKRROFKLOGUHQFURVVLQJVLJQ6RLIKH
KDGUHDGWKHVLJQVDQGWDNHQQRWLFHRIWKHPWKHDFFLGHQWPLJKW
QRWKDYHKDSSHQHG
Summary of composition and effect
■ Well organised to meet the requirements of the task, though the opening is more
appropriate to a narrative.
■ Range of strategies used to provide a sense of coherence and explanation of events.
■ Language choices often ambitious, though occasional informalities (flying, bashed) are at
odds with the overall tone.
Next steps
In order to improve her composition, Annie needs to:
■ report events more succinctly, selecting descriptive detail with economy and precision.
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Text structure and organisation 
The following grids show patterns of progression across the range of tasks for
coherence and cohesion, the underpinning ideas for the text structure and organisation
marking strand. These are supported by commentaries and are followed by annotated
scripts. The relationship between assessment focuses, progression and key
underpinning ideas for this strand can be shown as follows.
Assessment focuses in this strand
target pupils’ ability to:
3) organise and present whole
texts effectively, sequencing
and structuring information,
ideas and events
4) construct paragraphs and use
cohesion within and between
paragraphs
In this strand pupils demonstrate
progression by their increasing
effectiveness and skill in:
■ selecting and using structural
devices for the organisation 
of texts
■ ordering and grouping ideas 
and material within sections 
of their texts to elaborate
meaning
■ maintaining cohesion in texts
of increasing variety and
complexity
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Key underpinning ideas:
■ coherence (how the whole text hangs together), including
order and sequence, and structural features such as
openings and closings
■ cohesion (how different sections of the text are organised),
including grouping of material, connecting and developing
ideas within paragraphs/sections
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TEXT STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION coherence
Coherence across the range of tasks
Middle ■ Overall structure improves for
many writers: information
more systematically organised,
with more complex analysis
of arguments. Some remain
underdeveloped, as in year 7
■ Some improvement in level 
of detail of opening and
closing statements, but often
still unsure how to link these
effectively to the rest of the
writing
■ Openings on the whole more
sustained but still some
unevenness: many still use
only one sentence to start 
off the writing
■ Slight improvement in
endings, but most still brief
and often indecisive
■ Increase in use of markers 
to indicate direction of the
writing, notably topic
phrases, but still not
consistent
■ Limited skills in managing the
overall development of the
writing, linked to uncertain
authorial control. Overall
structures are simple:
chronological or lists of points
■ Some use of opening and
closing statements, but most
unsure how to link these
effectively to the rest of the
writing
■ Openings rather more
confident than closings.
However, many limited to an
opening statement, eg of own
opinion rather than laying out
the line of argument or the
complexity of the problem
■ Closings uncertain: indecisive
unless prompted as in accident
report, but even here unsure
about the role of closings in
the text
■ Few cohesive devices used to
link paragraphs and indicate
overall direction of the writing.
Tend to indicate shift of time
or place, or simple argument
structure (On the one hand,
firstly, secondly)
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Overall structure
undeveloped: reliant on
chronology to organise ideas
■ Openings and closings no
more than a sentence. Unsure
how to begin some tasks, 
eg the accident report
■ Closings rarely linked to what
goes before
■ Transitions between
paragraphs rarely signalled,
except in story where shifts in
place and time are indicated
simply (next, soon)
■ Openings remain
undeveloped
■ Closings undeveloped; some
round off briefly with
concluding sentence
■ Transitions between
paragraphs occasionally
signalled, usually by shifts 
in place and time. A few 
use links (their opinion, my
opinion, firstly, secondly),
but these do not necessarily
contribute to the coherence
of their overall argument
C
o
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TEXT STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION coherence
Commentary
In year 7, few pupils can confidently manage the overall development of their writing.
Openings tend to be brief and conclusions rather abrupt, rarely developed from the
argument. Overall structures are simple: chronological or lists of points. Because of this
uncertainty about how the whole text might unfold, there are only a few simple markers
to guide the reader through the text. Some pupils in all years have a stronger sense of
how to organise and pace narrative than the non-narrative forms, though endings tend to
be weaker than openings. The argument task tends to be structured simply (for/against/
in my view). Writers are least confident in structuring the accident report and the analysis.
Progression is evident in about half the samples in most text types by year 9, with more
logical or thematic structuring of ideas, and better developed openings. Even where the
opening is only a sentence, there is more evidence of writers using it to give an
overview of the issue or to introduce the subject. Only more able writers significantly
extend the range of markers to signal the direction of the text or to show witness
perspective (From what I saw).
Upper ■ A minority of more able
writers can think through 
and develop a coherent
whole text. However, this is
not consistent and many are
uncertain how to structure
non-narrative forms or use
very basic models
■ Openings: as for middle,
many are just an opening
statement, eg of own opinion
■ Closings generally not as
strong as the openings
■ A few devices used to link
paragraphs and indicate
overall direction of the
writing
■ Overall control of the writing
is good, with effective
selection and ordering of
material, and more logical
structures
■ Openings improve; more
widespread use of organising
opening paragraphs
■ Closings improve but are still
less effective than openings.
A few writers begin to link
the ending to the opening,
but uncertainties about how
to round off effectively
remain
■ Increase in the use and range
of markers to indicate the
direction of paragraphs
C
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TEXT STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION cohesion
Cohesion across the range of tasks
Middle ■ Paragraph structure improves,
but rather unevenly. Progress
linked to clarity of purpose
and intention for text overall,
and to confidence to adapt
from prompts
■ Marking of paragraphs
largely in place
■ One-sentence paragraphs
reduced but still present
■ Signalling of paragraph 
topic improves but is not
consistent
■ More paragraphs have logical
or thematic links between
ideas, though not consistently
■ Some increased use of
cohesive devices, eg
adverbials as sentence
starters, but overall still
limited
■ Understanding of paragraph
structure limited
■ Texts mostly marked off as
paragraphs, particularly in
non-narrative
■ Many paragraphs little more
than extended sentences in
non-narrative texts
■ Longer paragraphs tend to
be loose clusters of ideas,
observations or events, with
little internal logic
■ Some texts organised around
prompts as paragraph topics,
but not leading to coherent
internal structure
■ Connections between
sentences within the
paragraphs are variable,
reflecting the lack of logical
coherence. Over-reliance on
pronouns to link sentences
Year 7 Year 9
Lower ■ Paragraphs lack internal
structure
■ One-sentence paragraphs
common, as are paragraphs
marking only beginning,
middle, end of text
■ Limited use of orienting
sentences or adverbials
■ Over-reliant on pronouns 
to link sentences
■ Weak links such as also
often used
■ Limited progress in
structuring paragraphs
■ Limited progress in making
links between sentences
C
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Commentary
While most writers use paragraphs to break up their writing, they are uncertain about
their internal structure. Paragraphs are more consistently used in non-narrative than
in narrative, where demarcation sometimes gets lost in the recounting of events or
deteriorates towards the end. However, paragraphing is also weak in the accident
report, reflecting uncertainty about how to structure the task.
The internal structure of paragraphs is shaky. Many paragraphs in non-narrative texts
are little more than extended sentences. Longer paragraphs tend to be loose clusters of
ideas, observations or events, with little internal logic. Some are organised around the
task prompts as paragraph topics, or use simple structures (some people think…;
firstly…), but this does not necessarily lead to coherent internal structure. Internal
connections are variable, reflecting the lack of logical coherence, for example relying
on simple links such as ‘also’.
Progress is evident by year 9, though not throughout the whole sample. Progression is
linked to clarity of purpose and intention for the text overall, and pupils’ confidence
in using the prompts in the task as a starting point for developing their own ideas.
More paragraphs have logical or thematic links between ideas, though not consistently.
This is reflected in the increased use of fronted adverbials (As with many leaflets…).
Progress is better in narrative than other forms, perhaps because writers find it easier
to develop the thematic links that are characteristic of narrative.
Year 7 Year 9
Upper ■ Most paragraphs marked off
■ Paragraphs structured well in
familiar text types such as the
argument and the narrative,
but writers uncertain how to
organise material in less
familiar types
■ Many paragraph transitions
highlighted by topic
sentences or fronted
adverbials
■ A range of devices used to
link sentences but this is not
a consistent feature – it varies
within texts and across text
types
■ Almost all paragraphs
marked off
■ Paragraph structure
established for all text types,
linked to confident sense of
purpose for the whole task
■ Ideas linked logically as well
as thematically
■ Links highlighted through 
use of range of cohesive
devices (In other ways)
C
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TEXT STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION example scripts
$QDWLRQRIFRXFKSRWDWRHV
&KLOGUHQVKRXOGDQGVKRXOGQRWEHDOORZHGWRZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQ
7KH\VKRXOGZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQEHFDXVHLWJLYHVWKHPLQIRUPDWLRQDQG
LWLQWHUHVWVWKHP7KHLUIDPLO\FRXOGERQGZLWKWKHPRYHUZKDW
WKH\ZDWFK,WFDQEHDOHDVXUHWLPHIRUWKHP,WFRXOGEULQJWKH
IDPLO\WRJHWKHUDQGLWPDNHVFRQIHUVDWLRQZLWKIULHQGV,WDOVR
JLYHVWKHPLGHDVWRSOD\ZLWKWKHLUIULHQGVDQGJLYHWKHPDQ
LPDJLQDWLRQ
&KLOGUHQVKRXOGQRWEHDOORZHGWRZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQEHFDXVH
ZDWFKLQJWRPXFKWHOHYLVLRQFDQFDXVHREHVLW\GXHWRVQDFNDQG
IL]]\GULQNVJLYHQZKLOHZDWFKLQJ792EHVLW\LVDOVRFDXVHG
EHFDXVHRIODFNRIH[HUFLVH79KDVEHHQOLQNHGWRKHDUWGLVHDVH
DQGVWUHVVOHYHOV79UDLVHVVWUHVVOHYHOVLWDOVRPDNHV\RX
VOXJJLVKXQKDSS\DQGXQDEOHWRFRQFHQWUDWHIRUKRXUVDIWHU
ZDWFKLQJ<RXUH\HVFDQDOVREHDIIHFWHGLI\RXVLWWRFORVHWRWKH
WHOHYLVLRQ
,WKLQNFKLOGUHQVKRXOGEHDOORZGWRZDWFKVRPH79EXWQRWWR
PXFKEHFDXVHLWHQWHUWDLQVWKHPDQGWKH\FRXOGJHWLQYROYHGLQ
GLIIHUHQWWKLQJVDQGPRUHLQWHUHVWV
<RXVKRXOGQRWOHW79UXOHWKHFKLOGVOLIHWKRXJKWKH\VKRXOGVWLOO
KDYHH[HUFLVHDQGPDNHWKHFKLOGHDWKHDOWK\79FDQKHOS
FKLOGUHQOHDUQEXWLWFDQDOVRPDNHWKHPOD]\
6R,WKLQNFKLOGUHQVKRXOGZDWFKWHOHYLVLRQEXWQRWWRPXFK
COHERENCE
intriguing if bald 
opening statement which 
does indicate approach 
to the task
concisely lists points in 
favour, establishing simple 
‘for and against’ structure, 
but does not develop 
argument by extending or 
connecting points
unacknowledged
quotation
summarising
statement giving
opinion
balanced view
reiterated to conclude
COHESION
overuse of pronouns
clear topic nouns 
indicate shifts of subject 
but do not show direction 
of argument
marker suggests direction 
of argument
Persuade/argue/advise (argument task)
Hannah (year 7)
Summary of text structure and organisation
■ Clear structure: for, against, summary.
■ Opening sentence gives writer’s point of view.
■ Closing paragraph gives writer’s viewpoint as a way to round off the argument.
■ Paragraphs clearly indicated and contain linked material. Within paragraphs points are
generally not linked together explicitly.
Next steps
In order to improve her writing, Hannah needs to:
■ redraft her paragraphs to link her points together, noting where evidence confirms 
a previous point or whether it represents a different viewpoint or contradicts it
■ indicate more explicitly where she is quoting another source
■ consider whether she can support given material by offering further evidence or
examples, or whether she disagrees with it, again giving reasons.
Analyse/review/comment (analysis task)
Tariq (year 9)
$$QDO\VLV2I$9LGHR/HDIOHW
7KLVOHDIOHWLVDGYHUWLVLQJ$WODQWLV7KH/RVW(PSLUH,WLV
DFDUWRRQDQGFUHDWHGE\'LVQH\:DOW'LVQH\LVZHOONQRZ
IRUFODVVLFFDUWRRQPXVLFDOVIRU\RXQJFKLOGUHQDQGWKH\RXQJLQ
KHDUW
1RWMXVWFKLOGUHQZLOOZDWFKWKLVILOPWKHUDWLQJLVXQLYHUVDO,W
ZLOOEHDGLVWUDFWLRQIRUPDQ\SDUHQWVEXWIRUFKLOGUHQLWLVOLNHO\
WRIXHODPELWLRQ
7KHWLWOHLVDWWKHKHDGRIWKHOHDIOHWZKHUHPRVWSHRSOHZRXOG
ORRNILUVW7RFDWFKWKHLUH\HIXUWKHUDQGWRKRSHIXOO\PDNHWKHP
UHDGRQWKHUHLVDVORJDQMXVWXQGHUQHDWK
´'LVFRYHUDZKROHQHZDGYHQWXUHXQGHUZDWHUµ
3DUHQWVPD\WKLQNRIWKHILOPDVHGXFDWLRQDORUSXUH
DGYHQWXUH7KHDGYHQWXUHZRXOGDSSHDOWRPRVWFKLOGUHQDQGWKH
HGXFDWLRQDOIDFWRUZRXOGLQWHUHVWSDUHQWV
3LFWXUHVFRPHQH[W,QWKHEDFNJURXQGLVWKH8O\VVHVH[SORUHU,W
LVPXFKOLNHDVXEPDULQHEXWWKHGRPHDWWKHIURQWDQGWKHSXUH
VL]HPD\DVWRXQGRUPD\EHLQWHUHVWFKLOGUHQWRNHHSWKHPJOXHG
WRWKHVFUHHQ
$VZLWKPDQ\OHDIOHWVWKHUHLVDSURPRWLRQDORIIHUDWWKHERWWRP
,WLVDQDGYHUWLVHPHQWLQLWVHOIDVWKHRIIHUFDQRQO\EHXVHGLQD
FHUWDLQSODFH7KLVRQHEHLQJD7HVFRVXSHUPDUNHW
,WLVFKHDSHUWRXVHWKHRIIHUWKDQQRWWRDQGWKHUHLVDKLJK
FKDQFHWKDWPDQ\H[WUDWKLQJVFRXOGEHSXUFKDVHGZKLOHRQO\
ZDQWLQJWKHYLGHR
$V,WXUQHGRYHU,LPPHGLHWO\VDZWKHGUDZLQJLQWKHPLGGOH,WLV
DFRS\RIWKHDFWXDOYLGHRDQG'9'WKDW\RXFRXOGEX\,WLV
GLUHFWO\LQWKHFHQWUHRIWKHSDJHDQGVWDQGVRXWIURPWKHUHVW
7KHUHLVDOVRDEDVLFSORWGHVFULSWLRQXQGHUQHDWKDVHFRQGWLWOH,W
LVPXFKOLNHDEOXUEWKDW\RXPD\ILQGRQWKHUHDUFRYHURIDQRYHO
´6WXQQLQJHIIHFWVDQGDKHURLFVWRU\ILOOHGZLWKZRQGHUDQG
ODXJKVµ
$IWHUWKHSORWLWJLYHVDVPDOOH[SODQDWLRQRIZKDWDXGLHQFHVWKLQN
RIWKHVWRU\7KLVLVOLNHO\WREHJUHDWO\H[DJHUDWHG
COHERENCE
opening paragraph 
introduces analysis
starts second short
paragraph when one 
might have sufficed
paragraph begins
 with an assertion
 then explains and
analyses that assertion
COHESION
unusual noun phrase as 
sentence opening
effective use of simple 
sentence
prepositional phrase 
used to generalise
complex sentence links 
ideas together clearly and 
concisely
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$JUHDWDPRXQWRIERWKWKHOD\RXWDQGWKHGHVFULSWLRQDUHWKHUH
IRUDVLPSOHUHDVRQ,QIDFWWKHHQWLUHOHDIOHWLVRQO\WU\LQJWR
KHOS\RXPDNHDGHFLVLRQ,WLVDVNLQJ\RX¶ZLOO\RXEX\WKLVILOP"·
DQGRIFRXUVHLWLVWU\LQJWRPDNH\RXVD\\HV
/HDIOHWVDOOKDYHWKLVLQWHQWDQGPRUHRIWHQWKDQQRWWKH\
DUHVXFFHVVIXO
7KHEDFNJURXQGFRORXURQWKHIURQWRIWKHOHDIOHWLVVHDEOXH7KLV
FRORXULVSHUIHFWIRUDQXQGHUZDWHUDGYHQWXUHVXFKDV
WKLVILOP
COHESION COHERENCE
simple paragraph which 
develops idea effectively
lacks conclusion or any 
summing up of points
Summary of text structure and organisation
■ Paragraphs used to develop a particular point, though not all paragraphs organised clearly.
■ Good opening.
■ Inconclusive ending.
Next steps
In order to improve his writing, Tariq needs to:
■ identify key points he wants to make on which to base paragraphs, and organise
paragraphs around linked ideas
■ use the ending to reinforce his key arguments about the way the whole leaflet is
constructed around persuasion to buy.
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TEXT STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION example scripts
Tariq (year 9) – continued
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Sentence structure and punctuation 
The following grids show patterns of progression across the range of tasks for the
sentence structure and punctuation strand. These are supported by commentaries. 
As this strand showed the most evidence of year-on-year progression, progress is noted
in year 8 where relevant. The relationship between assessment focuses, progression
and key underpinning ideas for this strand can be shown as follows.
Assessment focuses in this strand
target pupils’ ability to:
5) vary sentences for clarity,
purpose and effect
6) write with technical accuracy
of syntax and punctuation in
phrases, clauses and sentences
In this strand pupils demonstrate
progression by their increasing
effectiveness and skill in:
■ selecting and deploying a
varied and complex range 
of sentence structures
■ using punctuation to mark
grammatical boundaries and
clarify meaning accurately and
consistently
■ combining grammatical
structure and punctuation 
to enhance meaning
Key underpinning ideas:
■ variety in sentence structures
■ clarity in meaning
■ accuracy in syntax and punctuation
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SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND PUNCTUATION
Sentence structure and punctuation across the range of tasks
Year 7 Year 8 Year 9
Lower ■ Some repetitive sentence
structures, eg simple
subject/verb/object
constructions with little
development
■ Reliance on coordination 
and a small range of
subordinators (so, because)
■ Demarcation of sentences
insecure: comma splices 
and omissions of full stops
■ Little variation in word 
order within sentences
■ Limited modification of
nouns: only adjectives, 
often very predictable
■ Little evidence of range 
in sentence punctuation: 
only some use of speech
marks and question marks
■ Reduction in proportion 
of very repetitive structures
■ Limited increase in range of
subordination strategies.
Sentences still formed by
addition of new material
■ Accuracy in use of full stops
variable. Often fades in
second half
■ A little use of fronted
adverbial phrases and 
clauses in some tasks
■ In most tasks more varied 
and controlled use of
subordination, though still
some over-reliance on
coordination
■ More control over variety of
sentence structures. Most
marked in narrative and
informative writing, least in
analysis and argument
■ In most tasks increased
variation in word order
■ In most writing some use of
complex sentences, where
information is being
organised hierarchically and
not just added on
■ Control over a variety of
sentence structures across
text types, though longer
sentences often lose 
clarity through being overly
complex
■ Use of full stops improved,
except in longer, complex
sentences
■ Most pupils use fronted
adverbials regularly
■ Use of subordination and
coordination but not always
controlled, eg often lapse 
into reliance on coordination,
or use limited range of
subordinators
■ Some repetitive sentence
structures. Most use some
longer complex sentences,
though control is not always
secure. Well-structured long
sentences are rare
■ Demarcation of sentences
insecure; related to lack of
overall control of sentence
structures. Common use of
commas to link together
strings of simple sentences
■ Variation in word order
within sentences limited 
to simple fronting. More
evidence in accident report,
where place and time are 
key elements of writing
Middle
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SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND PUNCTUATION
Year 7 Year 8 Year 9
Middle
continued
■ Conscious control of
modification of nouns is
limited: largely premodifying
adjectives. Where relative
clauses are used, eg in
accident report, they can be
repetitive
■ Range of sentence
punctuation limited (speech
marks, commas for lists). Use
of comma to mark clauses
confused by comma splicing
■ Slight increase in use of
postmodification alongside
increased precision of word
choice when using
premodification
■ Occasional use of complex
noun phrases and noun
clauses in some text types
Variation in word order
Upper ■ Use of a good range of
subordination and variation
in sentence structure
■ Demarcation of sentences is
not secure: frequent comma
splices
■ Variation in word order,
strongest in accident report
but present in all
■ Premodification of nouns 
is the dominant strategy;
occasional use of
postmodification (friction
in the air) or complex noun
phrases
■ Range of punctuation
(commas to mark lists, speech
layout, quotations), but
limited use of punctuation
for effect
■ Increased ambition in
experimenting with longer,
complex sentences, even if
sometimes over-elaborate
■ Demarcation of sentences 
is not secure, though often
related to experimenting
with ambitious structures
■ Increasing use of fronted
adverbials and more
ambitious choice of strategies
■ Use increasing range of
strategies for modifying
nouns
■ More use of commas to 
mark clauses
■ Good control of a range of
complex sentence structures.
Balanced with clear, simple
statements at appropriate
points
■ Most sentences accurately
demarcated
■ Most have good range of
strategies for varying word
order for effect
■ Confident use of a range 
of complex noun and
prepositional phrases
■ Some occasional use of 
subtle punctuation to
organise ideas in non-
narrative writing
Commentary
Although writers in year 7 use subordination as well as coordination, these skills are
not always deployed in a controlled way, with the result that sentence structures can
be repetitive or, where longer complex sentences are attempted, not always coherent.
Sentence boundaries are unclear in much of the writing. There is a little variation in
word order, for example in the use of fronted adverbials. Most writers rely on
premodifying adjectives to elaborate noun phrases.
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Progression is marked by a more logical structure for some sentences and better
demarcation of sentence boundaries. As the pupils improve, there is some evidence of
imaginative variation in word order (there hanging from the roof was…) and examples of
more ambitious strategies for premodification (family togetherness, two sided argument).
The strongest writers not only deploy a variety of subordinators, but are also able to
embed information within the sentence structure using phrasal structures or reduced
noun clauses (a bright light coming from the living room) as well as complex clause
structures (The first thing that I notice about this leaflet as I look through it…). Only
a few more able writers make use of a range of punctuation for effect in non-narrative
writing (We are constantly reminded (by the use of the same words, of course)...).
Progression is more noticeable in narrative and informative writing than in analysis
and argument.
SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND PUNCTUATION
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Appendix – tasks used for the project
A nation of couch potatoes
The following extracts give arguments for and against children watching television.
Task
Should children be allowed to watch television?
Write an essay in which you put both sides of the argument and give your own view.
Remember:
■ Use evidence and examples to back up your arguments.
■ Think about how reliable your evidence is.
■ Organise your paragraphs logically.
■ Give your own views and explain them.
■ Vary your sentences to make your points clear and to interest your readers.
■ Present your ideas clearly, choosing your words carefully to give a balanced
statement of the different opinions on the subject.
Television serves many useful purposes for children. It informs them; it gives them
common interests with their friends and family; it provides for family togetherness,
discussion and sometimes argument. It gives them ideas for play and work; it can be
used and studied at school.
Children use television primarily as entertainment: a valuable and valued form of
leisure time activity which they can choose to do or not to do.
Television is good for your kids
Reasearchers at John Hopkins Medical Centre found a direct correlation between
obesity in children and the hours spent watching television. Children who watched
for four or more hours a day were significantly fatter than those watching fewer
than two hours – having been robbed of exercise time and encouraged to consume
high-calorie snacks and fizzy drinks.
The Times 01/04/98
If you’re like most people in Britain, you’re spending four hours every day staring at
a piece of furniture. Television eats up half the time you are not working or sleeping,
ten years for the average person!
TV causes delayed acquisition of speech in very young children and is being studied
for possible links to attention deficit disorder – a condition which has spread widely
since the introduction of television into British homes.
TV has been linked to heart disease and stress levels. And far from relaxing you, TV
actually raises stress levels. It makes you sluggish, unhappy and unable to concentrate
for hours after watching.
Campaign for TV Turnoff week
Writing to persuade, argue, advise
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A story aimed at a particular audience
Task
You have to write a story for “Unusual Tales” magazine.
The magazine is aimed at an audience aged between 11 and 15 years.
The story has to develop the basic idea that:
Your main character opens a door and discovers that everything has changed.
Your story needs to:
■ interest your readers from the opening sentence
■ keep their interest until the very end
■ create a strong sense of the story’s setting
■ use a limited number of characters
■ use language imaginatively to create the effects you want.
Writing to imagine, explore, entertain
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Analysis of a leaflet advertising a film newly released on video
The leaflet is advertising a video of the film: Atlantis: The Lost Empire. The video is
on sale at Tesco stores.
Task
Your task is to write an analysis of the leaflet in which you comment on how it tries
to persuade people to buy the video.
You need to think about:
■ the type of video being advertised
■ who you think the audience is for the leaflet and the video
■ the layout of the leaflet
■ the persuasive language that is used
■ the use of colour
■ the use of pictures
■ any other aspects of the leaflet that you think are aimed at persuading people to
buy the video.
Remember:
■ You do not need to cover every point.
■ Your writing should be clearly organised.
■ You should explain how those aspects you choose to write about could persuade
an audience.
■ You should support what you say with examples.
Writing to analyse, review, comment
An eyewitness account of an accident
The following information provides some of the details of an accident that took place
outside the school yesterday afternoon:
Task
The police need eyewitness accounts of this accident as the two drivers and the cyclist
have given very different versions of how everything happened.
Imagine that you were there and saw the accident happen.
Write your own account of the incident.
■ Give a short and accurate description of what happened.
■ Be clear and realistic about what you could actually see because you may not have
been able to see everything that happened.
■ Remember that it is for a police report so it should not include unnecessary details
about what you were doing.
■ You may also wish to state which person caused the accident in your opinion. 
If you choose to state who you believe was to blame for the accident explain your
reasons clearly.
Remember:
■ Present the information clearly, choosing your words carefully to try to give a very
accurate description of the accident and the precise order of events.
■ Organise the information logically and include a diagram if it will help you to
explain more clearly. Do not include unnecessary details.
■ If you make a judgement about who was to blame, explain your reasons carefully.
Details of the accident
• The accident occurred outside the main gate of your school at the end of the
school day.
• The vehicles/people involved were:
 a blue Ford Fiesta, which was coming from the left and turning into the school gate
 a cyclist who was coming out of the gate from the school
 a silver Honda Accord which was travelling from the right.
• No one was seriously hurt in the accident but the cyclist has a broken arm and
collar bone and both cars were quite badly damaged.
• As is usual at the end of the school day a number of parked cars and many
pedestrians made it difficult to see in all directions.
Writing to inform, explain, describe
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